


    

  With a wish for a better and safe life, thousands head out for the dangerous journey to 
Germany or other European countries. Cracks are beginning to show in the walls of 

Fortress Europe as more and more refugees succeed to enter. But the reactions of the 
state are inhumane and oppressive. Germany announced even more drastic asylum laws 
as border checks within Europe are being reestablished. On the outer borders of Europe 
increasingly more fences are being built while military units are hunting refugees. At the 
same time refugee shelters in Germany are torched almost on daily basis. Racists and 

Nazis demonstrate against refugees and incite inhumane hatred. In Erfurt recently almost 
1000 Nazis and racists gathered in a demonstration organized by the AfD. From this rally 
journalists and protestors were being attacked. AfD announced a second demonstration 

for Wednesday, September 23. 
 

Against the tightening of asylum laws, deportations and racist special laws we call 
for a rally on Wednesday, September 23. on the Anger in Erfurt. With the motto 哲azis 
murder, the state deports! Against nationalist hatred and Fortress Europe! we want to �

counter the nationalist ado. Following this, we want to protest the racist AfD march. 
 

Further information will be available in the following days. Watch out for announcements. 

 http://www.breakdeportation.blogsport.de
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